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Abstract
At the present time, electronic lexicography and corpus linguistics are undergoing a
period of fast development, and they are among the most illuminating areas of Applied
Linguistics. However, there are no electronic dictionaries of the 'primeta' (superstitions,
omens and predictions) based on the Russian language. The analysis of existing tra
ditional dictionaries and websites shows that these resources cannot satisfy the demands
of the modern reader, and for a variety of reasons. The reasons include: the inconven
ience and size of a print dictionary, and poor-quality commentary or explanation
throughout all forms. There is clearly a great need to create a convenient electronic
dictionary, wherein superstitions are linked with a cult urological commentary. This is
how the concept of the 'primeta' electronic dictionary arose. Work is currently under
way to make this concept become a reality.
Keywords: corpus linguistics, folklore, primeta, linguo-culturology, electronic dictionary.
e-dictionary, builder, requirements specijicafion

I. The representation of culture in dictionaries

When creating a dictionary, both the theory and practice of language is
inseparable. Linguo-culturology is no exception. On the one hand, linguo
cu1turo10gical and ethnolinguistic dictionaries are the result of theoretical
research, generalization and deduction. On the other hand. the dictionary
itself can be a valuable database for analysis and new scientific investigation.
An example of this type of dictionary can be seen in the ethno-linguistic
dictionary Slavjanskije drevnosti 'Slavic antiquities' edited by N. Tolstoj.
This lexicographical object was created over a long period of time
(1995-2009) and became a valuable source of information for researchers
from different schools of thought - ethnographers, ethnolinguists, linguo
culturologists, linguo-geographers as well as many others. Another example
© 2015 Oxford University Press. All rights reserved. For permissions,
please email: journals.pennissions@oup.com
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is the linguo-cu1turological dictionary Russkoje leul'tumoje prostranstvo
'Russian Cultural Area' (Briljova et al., 2004). This dictionary is especially
valuable for those scholars who analyze zoomorphic images from linguo
culturologica1 and ethnolinguistic points of view because it contains a detailed
linguo-cultural commentary on 1exemes of nominated animals. The illustrative
material of the dictionary also deserves special attention: the lexicographers
include a wide range of both folk literature and work by other authors which
demonstrate how the cultural code is realized, and how the animals are lexicog
raphized. Additionally, dictionaries of terms also have an unquestionable
practical and theoretical value. For example, 'Etnolingvisticheskij slovar'
svadebnoj terminologii Severnogo Prikam'ja' 'Ethnolinguistic dictionary of
wedding terms of North Prikamye' (Podjukov et al., 2004).
Linguo-culturology is among the leading schools of thought in modern
anthropological linguistics, and is oriented towards the analysis of the language
system as the cumulation of the particular worldview of a specific linguo
cultural community. Linguo-culturology is a fairly young field of study
It took shape in the 1990s as a separate science in the context of linguistics,
and arose as the result of the integration of linguistics and other related
sciences: cu1turo1ogy, ethnology, and ethnography. Within the limits of
Russian research, the term 'linguo-culturology' has appeared in the studies of
Telia (1996), Vorobyov (1997), Karasik (2009), and others. In the international
context, this school of thought was recognized and actively developed by Anna
Wierzbicka, who, in many aspects, determined further evolution of linguo
cuiturology (Wierzbicka, 1999,2001).
Individual researchers suggest merging linguo-cultural and ethno-Iinguistic
dictionaries with 'linguo-culturography'. For example, Ansimova (2012: 12)
argues that: 'the objects of Iinguo-culturography are verbal and non-verbal
units (for example, facial expressions and/or gestures) containing cultural
information, knowledge of which is necessary for successful communication
in the context of a specific linguo-cultural community; the subject is the pa
rameters of description of these units in appropriate dictionaries; that is, their
lexicographical interpretation'.
It seems logical to assume that in dictionaries of this type, the organization
of the material is more complex than with other types of dictionaries. Primarily
this is related to the fact that, for a lexicographer, there are non-verbal cues
(customs, rites, gestures, and costumes) that work along the verbal cues and
which demand a customized approach when deciding how to incorporate them
into a dictionary entry. Undoubtedly, the more capricious and unusual mate
rial sets quite a challenge for a lexicographer: it has to be classified, set and
illustrated in the most reasonable and demonstrable way, which is a difficult
task in itself.
At the same time, the specific character of the material presented in a linguo
culturo1ogical dictionary benefits fri)m the navigational and technical resources
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of modern computational lexicography. Impressive results can be achieved
through user-friendly navigation and the use of the media since 'the electronic
dictionary enJoys the capabilities of multi-media contents, i.e. the addition of
sound and pictures, often moving videos to the body of the dictionary. Thus,
traditional pictures are enhanced by the use of several sensory channels such as
sound and slide, images and graphics from real life to illustrate a word or an
expression,' (El-Sayed and Siddiek, 2013: 1748). These are effective tools for
illustrating articles of a linguo-culturological character.
Computational lexicography, which is a recent development in the field of
linguistics, is an important element of applied linguistics, Today, linguists and
programmers discuss issues such as the structure and size of electronic diction
aries, principles of the systematic organization of lexicons, and the parameters
of the systematization of informational material. One important aspect of
contemporary scientific discussion is the possibility of applying computer tech
nologies when making and using dictionaries.
Specialized software such as databases and text processing programs allow
the creation of dictionary entries and the storage of information, and enable
the information to be managed automatically, As Lew and De Schryver (2014:
349) say, 'flexibility of the digital platform opens up opportunities to solve
many of the problems that users of traditional print dictionaries have
confronted for centuries'.

2. Electronic Linguo-culturological dictionary

An analysis of existing linguo-culturological and ethnolinguistic dictionaries
allows us to conclude that, despite the active development of corpus linguistics
and electronic lexicography in recent years (for example, the Russian National
Corpus that is being created by the Russian Academy of Sciences http://www.
ruscorpora.ru/, or the bilingual dictionaries made by association of linguists of
ABBYY Lingvo http://www.lingvo.ru/). there are no existing electronic
dictionaries within Russian linguo-culturology,
At present, the majority of electronic lexicographical tools are created in the
field of translation, such as the aforementioned dictionaries of ABBYY
Lingvo, However, there exists a long-felt need to create electronic dictionaries
that do not only assist with translation or the explanation of meaning, but also
those that explore other fields such as linguo-culturology,

2.1. The practical volue ofthis project

We have set ourselves the task of creating a linguo-culturological dictionary,
specifically, an electronic dictionary of folk primety. This dictionary will tie the
corpus of primety into a linguo-culturological review of the material.
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The practical value of this lexicographical project lies in the fact that it will
al10w the development and approval of a set of universal principles with
material that is of great linguo-culturological value. Firstly, the material will
be available in an electronic dictionary format. Secondly, the research involved
in developing the dictionary is of scientific value because the content of the
dictionary draws on unique material - the corpus of Russian folk primety.
Russian researchers traditionally consider the 'primeta' (pI. 'primety'), or
'folk. primeta' (from Russian npJ1Me'iaTb, primechat' - lit. 'to notice', 'to pay
attention to sth.') to be an independent folkloric genre. For example:
A black cat crosses your path - wait for bad luck.
If you break a mirror, wait for bad luck.
Currently, there does not exist a unified notion of primeta within linguistic
research. One authoritative source defines it as follows: 'a time-proven predic
tion based on a presumption of hidden links among natural phenomena, prop
erties of objects, and events of human life, expressed in a short metaphoric
form' (Kharchenko and Tonkova, 2008: 15). This definition is reasonable in its
strict characterization of the primeta as a fact of culture. However, within the
context of this research, it is also necessary to consider the linguistic component
of the primeta and, more precisely, its textual features.
There are also other definitions of primeta, which mention its linguistic
aspects and its textual peculiarities to a greater degree. One of them is as
follows: 'Primety are fixed folk sayings within the structure of a sentence,
which contain predictions of some events and phenomena in the future on
the basis of available data' (Ivanova, 2005: 15). This definition better meets
the goals and requirements of this research because it shows not only the
cultural, but also the linguistic (formal, structural) component of a primeta,
It also highlights the notion that a primeta is, indeed, a text.
Tbere is a long tradition of studying folk primety through ethnographic and
culturological study. These studies consider the unique characteristics of folk
culture and alongside the spiritual and material components of the primety
themselves.
The collection and recording of primety and their accompanying beliefs,
ethnographic description and study were always carried out actively both by
researchers and amateur folk collectors. For many years superstitions
(and primety in particular) were persecuted by church and government in
Russia, but nevertheless, the process of collection and organization still
continued.
The church couldn't prevent the spreading and recording of primety, but it
did manage to (unintentionally) assist it. As a result, apocryphal writings that
fused religious content with primety and peasant beliefs became extremely
popular several centuries ago.
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Researchers who have studied primeta have not separated it from adjacent
phenomena for several decades. This indicates that not only do they consider
these to be synonyms, but they also consider them to be genetically related.
However, 'it is also widely observed that when words occupy similar semantic
spaces, they can usually be differentiated in one or more ways' (Moon 2013:
261).
In the beginning, studies into primety usually included the range of adjacent
phenomena: beliefs, superstitions and prejudices, magic practices connected
with calendar-rite sphere (Solstice, Harvest, New Year, etc.,), and fortune
telling.
At present, a considerable number of studies have centred on the primew;
however, many of their aspects still remain uninvestigated, This lack of
thorough exploration produces some difficulties which appear when lexicogra
phizing the primeta. Thus, the problem of separating primety from adjacent
genres remains a topical question which affects superstitions (prejudices repre
senting a belief in some supernatural forces) and the primety themselves
(independent statements showing the connection between different events of
the world around). Whilst a primeta can be based upon the belief in something
supernatural, we cannot call it superstition because within it, we deal with an
independently structured and accomplished statement. For example, the idea
that a stranger could harm a baby (to 'put an evil eye on it') is a superstition.
A statement 'Don't show a newborn child to strangers during the first few weeks'
is a primeta as it is consistently worded in the same way, and is a statement in
the imperative,
Our main objective is to create a dictionary that is useful both for researchers
whose subject is a folk primeta (such as paremiologists, paremiographists,
folklorists, linguo-culturologists, ethnolinguists, linguogeographers), and also
for the general public who are interested in folk primety and superstitions.
Thus, every potential reader (user) of the dictionary will have access to
a large number of primety which are gathered together in one electronic
lexicographical product. Currently the dictionary contains approximately
1,500 entries.
Special attention should also be paid to the corpus that the dictionary draws
upon. These are the large collection of primety which have been collected over
several years (over 1,500 entries, starting in 2008) through face-to-face inter
action with informants. These interactions were then recorded. The informants
came from many different socio-economic backgrounds, and were of different
ages, professions and social affiliations. This allowed for ~ variety of su bjects
and genres in the collected primety: there are household primety, weather lore,
calendar lore, primety that relate to traditions and rites (like weddings or
funerals) and even personal primety which appear in a person's life and
became his or her rules (for example, 'When there is important business to
attend to, J wear this shirt because it is my lucky shirt').

At the same time, creating a dictionary means not only creating the primeta
database, but also the matching of each entry with its linguo-culturo]ogical
background. This is the most distinctive feature of the dictionary.
2.2. Theoretical basis

The project includes: an elaboration of the general conception of the diction
ary, the structure (model) of a dictionary entry, and the principles used to
organize the material presented, as well as the development of software that
can be used easily by both a dictionary compiler and readers.
There are many websites today that contain lists of different kinds and vari
ations of the 'primeta'. The vast majority of these sites offer only lists of folk
primety and much of the material is represented thematically. This system of
organization separates the primety into specific themes such as 'everyday life',
'weather', 'family', 'wedding', 'children', 'money', and so on. There may be
other topics or variations of those mentioned above; their use depends on
the goals of a particular information resource. For example, a large number
of websites contain only wedding prirnety, primety devoted to pregnancy and
childbirth, 'business-primety' and 'money-primery'. Such a specialized thematic
catalogue may exist either on its own (as an independent site) or be integrated
mto a different site with a broader but related theme.
As the example of such resources we can show following:
NarodnYle primety (Folk prirnety) <http://primetka.ru/> - Russian language
Narodnyje primety i sujeverija, poverija (Folk prirnety and superstitions,
beliefs) <http//narodnye-primety.ru/primeti/> - Russian language
Svadebnyje primety (Wedding primety) <http://tili-testo.com/vse-o
svadbe/8-svadebnie-primeti.htm> - Russian language
Unusual Trivia Collection <http://www.corsinet.com/trivia/scary.htmb 
English language
The Old Farmer's Almanac <http//www.almanac.com/content/weather
proverbs-and-prognostics-rain-and-clouds> - English language

There are internet resources in a class of their own, where primety are
presented, not in categorized lists, but attached to calendar dates. Thus, a
user is able to learn about all superstitions that are associated with a certain
date. These are usually weather lore or calendar lore such as the Summer
Solstice:
Narodnyj kaLendar' (Folk Calendar) <http://www.proeveryday.ru/index.
php?id = narodn> - Russian language
KoLendar' narodnyh primet (The Calendar of foLk primety) <http://www.
domovest.ru/primet.htmb - Russian language

Ukrains'ki traditsii (Ukrainian Tradilions) <http://traditionsorg.ua/usna
narodna-tvorchist/narodni-prykmety> - Ukrainian English

Finally, this kind of thematic organization of the primery is an effort to
accurately interpret them and search for their ra tional explanation
Sujeverija i narodnyje primety (Superstitions and folk pril1'"lely) <http://
sueveriya.ru/> - Russian language
The NaturaL Navigator <http://www.naturalnavigatorcom/the-Jibrary/
weather-lore> - English language
'~

However, there are no websites where the material is followed by some ~.
linguo-culturological review
These web sites have other shortcomings. Firstly, each entry IS missing
vital metadata: a user cannot get any information about the age of the
primeta nor the geographical region that It covers. This weakness is com
pounded by the fact that the majority of sites are less than precise in their
presentation of the material. They make no distinction between the geographic
origins of the folk primety and simply present this information grouped
together. In addition, they fail to identify which are considered traditional
or modern, and do not label which is which. In the dictionary that we
are proposing, this weakness will be eliminated by using cross-references
such as dictionaries, encyclopaedias and spoken accounts (which will be
recorded).
As previously mentioned, the task of connecting the distinct lexicographical
units in an organic and natural way, and creating a culturological commentary,
is challenging for the lexicographer. This dictionary will incorporate a unique
method of organization that should simplify the task
This dictionary will be in electronic rather than print and because of this,
the work on it will progress in two directions simultaneously. The first direction Ih
will be the preparation; the collection of material, its classification based
on various criteria, and a linguo-culturological analysis of the collected
primety. This task is facilitated by the algorithm of folk primeta keyword
extraction created by Agapova during the work on her dissertation (2013).
In this work, the keyword of a folk primeta is a culturally marked lexical
unit that has cultural connotations and is able to realize its connotative
potential.
The procedure of keyword extraction can be represented as an algorithm,
which consists of several main stages. It includes the detection and analysis of
two main components that influence the status of a word in the primeta, along
with the possibility of accepting or rejecting it as a keyword, by considering its
structural and semantic (informative) components.

The procedure of folk primeta keyword extraction is as follows:
1) First stage:
The first stage of keyword extraction deals wIth the structural characteristics
of the lexical unIts. The analysis of the collected material shows that only the
main parts of speech can represent keywords: these are usually nouns and
verbs The keyword of a primeLa nominates a su bject - an agent, a verb, or
object - a predicate:
In this case, a keyword is a subject that produces action:

If a mouse runs over a person, he (the person) will die.
If a woodpecker pecks moss in a hut, someone in the house will die.
If an oriole cries often and long near a house, someone in the house
will die.
If a bird knocks against a window, a human or cattle will die.
A keyword nominates an object of an action:
The loss of a grove means misfortune.
If you find a horseshoe on the road, wait for luck.
When you give money (paper banknotes are meant], bend them, then there
will be money in your pocket.
A keyword names action (verb):
A pregnant woman shouldn't cuL her hair.
You shouldn't wash your hair before an exam.
The first stage of keyword extraction from a primeLa's text allows a primary
analysis of the material to be carried out. This is a necessary and logical step
before a more thorough analysis is carried out during the second stage.
2) Second stage:
The keyword of a prirneLa must contain two fundamental semantic charac
teristics. Firstly, the keyword must form the theme of the text. Secondly, the
keyword must have symbolic and connotative components.
It is logical to assume that a word can be considered as a keyword if the text
(discourse) is constructed around it, if the keyword is the starting point and if
the keyword sets the theme of the text. Let us consider the lexeme 'mirror'
which appears in a range of primety. One of them is: 'If you break a mirror 
expect bad luck'. In this example, it is the lexeme 'mirror' that comprises the
entire theme of the sentence, both formally (as an object) and also conceptu
ally. We can see this notion reflected in the following narration by a respondent
who speaks about his life incident:
We worked together in a taxi company. Andrey had gone off to his shift,
I don't know why he left so early; he had a broken mirror - the wing

·~--""''''''.'''''';~_k:WW~,,,,,,,'''''''''''''''i'''-''~-CJe<":ln:;'lJUC-
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mirror on his car had a crack for some reason. He had an accident that day
- thank God, it didn't kill him. 1 had never thought about it before, but
now everything is different: if I drive some';"here, 1 automatically check if
everything is okay
The theme of this story is the mirror This leXical unit (and keyword) reaJiz~
its cultural potential on several levels. Initially, it is the theme of the single
sentence, then it expands to become the theme of the whole narration, dedi
cated to a concrete social incident. The realization of its symbolic connotative
component can be found in the fact that the keywords contained in primety
usually become cultural symbols.
They can be found in a variety of texts (generally folklore), proverbs and
sayings ('You can't blame the MIRROR/or your ugly/ace'), fairy tales, songs, and
of course, other primety (,If there is a corpse in the house, you should cover up all
MIRRORS'; '1/ you forget something and have to return, you should look in a
MIRROR before leaving again so you have good luck'). As a rule, the primeta
stores cultural information that can then be handed down from generation
to generation.
We have decided to use this exact algorithm (corrected and updated) m
compiling the dictionary. In addition, the essential Jinguo-culturological ele
ment of this project will be covered through a linguo-culturological review
alongside the accompanying keywords

2.3. Technical base:

The second direction involves the technical implementation of the dictionar,y.
This is an integral part of the work In turn, this can be divided in to two stage%.
The first stage focuses on creating the 'dictionary builder' for the linguo
culturological dictionary. By 'dictionary builder' we mean the software with
which an electronic dictionary is created. During the second stage, the diction
ary will be developed with the help of this builder. We are currently developing
the prototype version of the electronic dictionary.
A linguo-culturological dictionary has a set of specifications - features,
properties and peculiarities - that unite all lexicographical objects of this
kind. In particular, a dictionary builder must have following. features
• The ability to insert the author's information (for the' prototype, the infor
mation about keywords of a specific primeta, the algorithm of folk primera
keyword extraction);
• A reference list (list of theoretical literature);
• A list of sources (where the primeta was found), which can then be used for
ci tation throughout the dictionary (for the prototype, source citation in the
Iinguo-culturological reviews of keywords);
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• The definition of a key object, or an object to 'lexicographize' (for the
prototype, a specific primela);
• The hierarchy of objects (for prototype, primela's subject ~ primeta);
• Hyperlinks (for the prototype, keywords marked as hyperlinks);
• Dictionary entries (for the prototype, linguo-culturological review of a folk
primeta keyword);
• Automatically-created but adjustable navigation;
• Adjustable search (single or multiple lexemes search, search of exclusive
type', search by a pattern 2).
This list of features and navigational possibilities is incomplete; it will be
refined and corrected during the development process of the application, when
the functional requirements will be considered. The initial phase of the devel
opment process will allow the conversion of requirements into use cases by a
dictionary developer
As Bergenholz and Nielsen say (2013: 78): 'The dictionary view of a lexicog
rapher differs from the dictionary view of a reader'. However, it must be
remembered that there are in fact three different views of a dictionary because
there are three distinct people involved, each with different roles.
The dictionary builder handles the requirements of three separate actors who
directly interact with the system. First, there is the role of the lexicographer: a
linguist who develops the concept of the dictionary, collects and classifies the
material, and sets targets for a developer (figure I).
The second is the role of the programmer: the actor who builds and fine
tunes the dictionary using the builder. The programmer's 'interface is shown on
the second screenshot (figure 2).
Finally, a dictionary must meet the needs of the reader, who uses it as a
source of information (figure 3).
According to the defined user interfaces, the tracing of functional require
ments into the features of the dictionary occurs as follows:
(1) The lexicographer manages the collected material and its organization

(classification), and then passes the requirements onto the programmer.
(2) The programmer creates the dictionary with the dictionary builder, and
sets its structure, functionality, hierarchy, references and hyperlinks.
(3) The lexicographer fills the dictionary with the data. At this point, a
specialized dictionary such as 'The Dictionary of Folk Primety', becomes
a reality.
(4) A reader uses the completed dictionary as a source of information.
It is important to understand that the notion of a 'role' determines the set of
access permissions for working with a dictionary and its user interface. In fact,
the same person can perform different roles as an actor, or different people can
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play the same role (for more information about actors and use cases see Booch
et al. 2005).
A dictionary's features and usability depend on an optimal choice of devel
opment tools. The existing methods for creating electronic dictionaries
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different types were analysed, which allowed us to draw some conclusions_
Firstly, there are no unified solutions among the methods of electronic diction
ary creation In other words, there is no universal software designed expressly
for creating electronic dictionaries_ Almost all specialized resources were
developed for specific dictionaries (for example, ABBYY Company's diction
aries or Online Oxford Dictionaries), so they cannot be used by other lexicog
raphers_ This is in contrast to the dictionary builder outlined in this paper.
Some scholars use software initially created for different purposes. In fact,
they adapt it for solving problems with electronic lexicography_ Tools of this
kind can guarantee the minimum of necessary functions of an electronic
dictionary such as extendibility (the ability to expand a database) and
search. Such tools are usually word processors like MS Office and Open
Office or templates based on wiki-technologies. As tools initially created for
different purposes, these solutions cannot provide the full functionality that is
necessary to meet the requirements and specifications of the proposed folk
primely dictionary; the re-work would be too laborious. For this reason we
made the decision to develop an application specifically designed to construct
an electronic lexicographical object, which would be optimally fitted for creat
ing dictionaries of similar types.
The practical value of the dictionary builder project is also illustrated by
the fact that flexibility and, simultaneously, the ease at which the settings
can be adjusted, allows different lexicographers to build their own linguo
culturological dictionaries. The development of the dictionary will be

implemented according to the rational unified process model and using the
unified modelling language as presented in detail by Booch et al. (2005). j
This process has components that will be descnbed in fulure articles but the
most pertinent for the proposed dictionary (as well as for any interdisciplinary
research project) is: 'The UML is applicable Lo anyone involved in the produc
tion, deployment, and maintenance of software' (200S: 14). This allows us to
maximize the contributions of all participants who are involved in the technical
part of the dictionary's development.
At present, we are defining our requirements of the dictionary before the
second stage of development can progress. During this current stage, we are
J.
analyzing different kinds of existing electronic dictionaries more deeply. This
will allow us to collect the necessary information about the facilities used for·
creating dictionaries.
During this process we answer the following questions
• What platforms should the application work on: personal computers with
different operating systems, mobile platforms, and so on?
• Should there be an online-version of the dictionary and should this be the
only version? What typology it should use? (for different electronic diction
aries typologies see De Schryver (2003)
..
.
)
• What licensees) should the bUilder and dlCtlOnanes be created under, in
order for other lexicographers to be able to use them in theIr own work?

•

This information is essential for making decisions regarding the development
of our own tools, in addition to meeting stated and corrected requirements.
Areas that need consideration include programming language, framework and
the database management system.
The evolutionary prototype, which was implemented during the first iter
ation of the development life cycle, was written using the QT framework. This
choice allows for the possibility of transferring the software to several plat
forms. The prototype partly provides a graphical user interface ready for
further testing by lexicographers. The database management system SQLite,
which we have used for the prototype, provides the possibility of data transfer
into any DMS that uses SQL. At the end of development the builder software
should be pu blished for downloading and usage according to the license
chosen.

3. Conclusion
At present, there exist a variety of qualitative and useful Iinguo-culturological
dictionaries that are based on Russian language material. However, all &e
above-mentioned dictionaries have a significant disadvantage: they are all 'in
print form and there are no electronic versions.

~.

r

The dictionary of Russian folk primety we are creating is an electronic
dictionary. It aims to eliminate the majority of the problems that print diction
aries have; being easily transportable, easy-to-update, and easy-to-extend. The
dictionary wiJJ improve usability for wide range of readers
It is hoped that the dictionary builder will be used as a tool by other scholars
[or use in their own Iinguo-cultural or ethnolinguistic research. Therefore, we
assert that the future of lexicography lies in electronic dictionaries and the
active development and implementation of corpus-driven technologies in lin
guistic research.
Lexicography, 'while retaining some of the characteristics of an art'
(Fellbaum, 2014: 39]), will never become obsolete and hide in the limits of
science. On the contrary, it continues to transform and evolve. It successfully
uses practical techniques to solve theoretical and applied problems.
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Notes
1 For example, a reader wants to find all primety with the word 'cat', exclnding the
ones containing the word 'dog'.
2 Thus, the template wom* will yield all 1exernes beginning with 'worn': woman,
women, womb, and so on.
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